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BYAA Volleyball Tournament
Rules
All rules used in regular season will be in effect, only
changes and new rules will be listed here
1. Games
● Games will be best two out of three sets, rotating sides each set
● The first two sets will start at 0-0 played to 25, win by two, NO CAP
● The third set will start at 0-0 played to 15, switching sides at 8, win by two,
NO CAP
● Three minutes will be allowed in-between sets

2. Serving
● The server may not foot fault, NO warning will be given and this will result
as a serving error

3. Rotation
● Borrowing Players:
○ Teams may not borrow players from other teams for tournament
unless they get approval from Volleyball Board Member and
opposing coach

4. Pre-Game Duties
● Ref will call captains for coin toss
○ Captains need to alternate each game
● Ref will assign each team a side of the coin
● Winning team may call serve or receive
● Losing team may call which side of the net they would like to start on

Tournament Main Points:
Both leagues will have a double elimination tournament at the end of the season
The tournament will last a majority of the day
Seeding will be based on Overall Season Record
Tie Breaking Procedures:
1. Head to Head Result
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2. Head to Head Points
3. Overall Points
4. Coin Flip
The games will run ahead of schedule, please plan accordingly
Only tournament staff may write on brackets
Coaches please make sure and clean up trash after every game
NO BALL HANDLING DURING OTHER TEAMS GAMES!
Poor sportsmanship WILL NOT BE TOLERATED.
OFFICIAL'S DECISION IS FINAL, NO PROTESTING CALLS!!!
This is an Instructional League and all participants are to have FUN!

